Eye drop assistive devices make it easier to get your medicine in the eye every time.

Depending on your health and comfort level with eye drops, properly using your medication can be challenging. These are some products that can help you get the dose delivered correctly.

**OPTICARE EYE DROP DISPENSER**

This dispenser is compatible with most eye drop bottles and includes an adapter for Xalatan and Travatan bottles. It has a comfortable grip you can hold with your entire hand, which may help if you have arthritis.

The vendor indicates the dispenser should last two years with daily use.

For more information, visit cameron-graham.co.uk/

The Opticare Dispenser is sold through Gulden Ophthalmics at (800) 659-2250 or online at guldenophthalmics.com

**E-Z EYE MED DISPENSER**

This device fits over the bridge of your nose and holds the bottle steady. It fits most bottles and allows the drops to fall on the inside edge of the eye surface. This may help if you have a hard time dispensing your medicine because of unsteadiness.

The E-Z Eye Med Dispenser is distributed through Ark Therapeutic Services at (803) 438-9779, by email at info@arktherapeutic.com or online at bit.ly/EZEyeMed
The eye drop guide holds your lower lid open and directs your eye away from the bottle tip to help avoid blinking. It is compatible with many eye drop bottles. The bottle can be left on the Autodrop device while still allowing the cap to be replaced. The eye drop guide can be combined with the Autosqueeze to make compressing the bottle easier.

For more information, visit bit.ly/OwenMumford

The Autodrop can be ordered online at cvs.com and walgreens.com. Walgreens also carries its own brand of the device, available in stores.

This device can help if you have a hard time squeezing your medication bottle, especially if you have arthritis or limited dexterity. Its wings give you a larger grip area. It is not designed to help aim the bottle, just help compress the bottle’s sides. It fits around all eye drop bottles and can be combined with the Autodrop for help with directing the drop into your eye.

For more information, visit bit.ly/OwenMumford

The Autosqueeze can be ordered online at walgreens.com

If you have difficulty getting eye drops into your eye and squeezing the bottle, the Autodrop Eye Drop Guide and Autosqueeze Eye Drop Bottle Squeezer can be used together to help with both. As shown above, the two devices can be used separately as well.

See ordering information above.